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yet unlicensed) research of faculty
scientists.
By offering some “insurance” the
university is providing a supplementary
incentive to faculty scientists, allowing
them to enjoy an additional option and earn
some positive outcome even upon failure to
license. This approach adds to the TTO’s
armory a forward looking method of
disclosure that is not based on monitoring
faculty inventions. The latter method is
clearly limited on account of the multifaceted nature of technology transfer,
which can be formal or informal, tacit or
not etc. Thus, it is not surprising that
incentives for disclosure are not easy to
establish.
By focusing on failures, this
“insurance” mechanism shares some
common aspects with the Phoenix Awards,
pioneered by the Economic Development
Board (EDB) of Singapore. Specifically,
since 2000 the Phoenix Award “seeks to
acknowledge
technology-related
entrepreneurs who have weathered the
storm prior to success”. For this award,
which seems to be largely dormant at the
moment, nominees are evaluated on the
way they managed to overcome past
business failures prior to finding success
using technology.

In retrospect, I have argued for a
policy instrument that can aid
universities limit the number of
undisclosed faculty inventions. This
“insurance” provides an incentive for
disclosure, which if calibrated properly,
can lead to full disclosure. The role of
this instrument though should not be
considered as being limited to
technology disclosure alone. For
example, it is straight forward to
envision universities using such policies
in pursue of talented academic recruits,
who are attracted to the university lab
by the promise of this additional
payment.
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